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QUESTION 1

How are the ODI repositories upgraded? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. by using Opatch 

B. by using ODI Studio 

C. by using the import/export utilities 

D. by using Upgrade Assistant 

Correct Answer: A 

(http://odibeginnertutorials.blogspot.in/2013/12/odi-12c-installation-and-odi-12c.html) 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a project developer using ODI and want to consolidate your own local metadata repositories. 

Identify the true statement. (Choose the best answer.) 

A. You must consolidate your own local metadata repositories. The local metadata must be transmitted via ftp and
synchronized with a dedicated proprietary engine, creating a common metadata model for all the developers. 

B. You must consolidate your own local metadata repositories. You have to invoke a dedicated web service to
synchronize the metadata by using Oracle Service Bus. 

C. You need not consolidate your own local metadata repositories, because the ODI proprietary metadata server allows
all developers to share the common metadata of a specific project. 

D. You need not consolidate yourown local metadata repositories, because ODI uses a centralized relational metadata
repository that all the developers share. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is correct about the tasks that Standalone Agents perform? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. They update or modify code to be executed, check security, select database servers, and update log files after
execution. 

B. They schedule scenarios to be executed, check security, constraints and update log files after execution. 

C. They retrieve code from the execution repository and request database servers, operatingsystems, or scripting
engines for execution. 

D. They schedule code from the execution repository and update log files after execution. 
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Correct Answer: C 

(http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/integrate.1111/e12641/overview.htm#ODIGS423) 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to override the code generated by ODI and provide a custom SQL statement as the source of a Mapping. 

How must you proceed? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Duplicate theIntegration Knowledge Module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 

B. Duplicate the Check Knowledge Module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 

C. In the Physical tab of a Mapping, click one of the source data stores, select the Extract Options, and enter the SQL
statement in theCUSTOM_TEMPLATEfield. 

D. Duplicate the Loading Knowledge module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 

Correct Answer: C 

(https://blogs.oracle.com/dataintegration/entry/sessionizing_data_with_match_recognize) 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify three capabilities of load plans. (Choose three.) 

A. restart from failed tasks 

B. exception handling 

C. native support for parallelism 

D. support for Open Tools 

E. restart of an agent 

Correct Answer: ABC 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIDG/loadplans.htm#ODIDG1352) This link says "restartability" as one
of options, so it can be either A or E, most likely its A 
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